Integration Partners
The following provider partners offer integration with our software:

Advanced Software Designs is the developer of the highly-acclaimed ProductVision® Product
Development System

ProductVision provides product life cycle management for full tracking of a product from inception
through production and eventual retirement. From Sales and Marketing to Research &
Development, Regulatory, and Production, ProductVision allows your team members to share ideas
and work together towards a common goal.

ProcessPro® Premier ERP software provides the tools necessary for food and supplement
manufacturers to manage complex multiple level formulas. These companies follow strict FDA
regulations and need to conform to cGMP requirements. Partnered with Genesis R&D SQL,
ProcessPro® Premier contains features to meet these specific labeling needs as well as many other
FDA regulations.

Foodco is a product of Cost Control Systems LLC. CCS is the leading producer of computerized cost
control systems, and has been since 1981. CCS also offers training and presentation services that
show how Foodco Software works, how Foodco Software can increase your profits, how it is
possible to save thousands of dollars by using a computer to analyze cost controls and streamline
your foodservice operation, and how to save 10-20 hours of your management time each week.

In business since 1988, Invatron offers software solutions to help retailers gain valuable insight into
their fresh food operations, by providing demand forecasting to optimize inventory, production
planning and ordering of fresh items, as well as centralized scale management. Well known within
the industry, Invatron has the most widely installed suite of applications of its kind with well over
15,000 store deployments.

Aurora System’s FoodPro® is a full service software application addressing all functional areas of
the food service business including forecasting and precosting, menu planning, food purchasing,
production and inventory control, catering, nutritive analysis, point-of-sale interface, post cost
reporting and financial analysis.

Columbus IT’s consulting and development teams were first to work with Microsoft Dynamics AX
(Axapta) in 1999 and have been implementing it from version 1.
To-Increase, our software division, also began in 1999, and has been developing high quality
software solutions ever since.

Synergy International Systems, Inc. is a global software and consulting company that provides
innovative and user-friendly Web-based software that help organizations improve their decisionmaking capabilities and effectiveness.

For more than 30 years, Sage Software has grown its family of leading brands with one mission in
mind: to meet the needs of small and midsized businesses with a wide range of business
management applications and services.

Vicinity solves the unique challenges of formula-based manufacturing — particularly the chemical,
food and beverage industries — by allowing all users to share data in a centralized system.

